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Historical Background
Morgan City, once called the “shrimp capital of the world,” is situated on
Berwick Bay at the juncture of the Atchafalaya River, Bayou Teche, and Bayou Boeuf,
waterways connected to the Gulf of Mexico, the Intracoastal Canal, and the Mississippi
River. Dredged in the late nineteenth century by Charles Morgan, a steamship and
railroad magnate, the Atchafalaya Bay Ship Channel, an eighteen-mile waterway leading
from the city to the Gulf of Mexico, was deep and wide enough to accommodate oceangoing vessels.1 During the twentieth century, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
“redesigned” and deepened the Atchafalaya River by building extensive levees along its
banks and constructing a massive water diversion structure from the Mississippi River up
north to create a “national safety valve” that provided relief to urban areas along the
flood-prone Mississippi Valley.2
In geographic terms, the swamp valley of the Atchafalaya Basin provides a buffer
between the delta marshes of southeast Louisiana and the fertile prairies of southwest
Louisiana. The early French Acadians and their English-speaking neighbors settled this
area in the nineteenth century by forging through the wilderness, clearing streams and
wooded ridges, constructing levees, and building farming and fishing communities along
the waterways. The railroad between Morgan City and Orange, Texas, opened in 1880,
improved the trade of local farmers, merchants, and manufacturers, and facilitated the
growth of new industries in the southwest. 3 In 1891, author and educator Alcee Fortier,
traveling on the Southern Pacific Railroad over South Louisiana’s numerous prairies,
bayous, and rivers, recognized the economic advances that had emerged in many railroad
and port towns, such as Morgan City. “St. Mary’s Parish,” Fortier stated, “is one of the
most prosperous in Louisiana and everywhere there are central sugar factories with most
modern appliances”4 The railroad bridge built across the Atchafalaya Swamp in 1908 not
only brought ice to the Basin communities for the first time, which improved the already
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vibrant fishing industry, but also finally connected the eastern and western parts of the
coastal parishes.5
For much of nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the people from the
Atchafalaya Basin area made their annual living with diversified incomes from farming,
picking moss, logging cypress, crawfishing, frogging, hunting alligators, and fishing. As
boatbuilding technology advanced, shrimping and oyster fishing developed further south
in the shallow lakes and bays that connect to the Gulf waters, and by the 1920s, the
Morgan City shrimping industry had become the dominant economic engine in the area.
Economic activities began to change by 1930s, however, with the discovery of oil around
the many coastal salt domes.
By the 1930s and 1940s most of the visible salt dome structures had been
discovered and exploration and production activities in these onshore fields progressed
accordingly. Much of the activity in the coastal region required marine transportation,
something relatively new to the oil industry. With each new field came oil field services
companies and seismographers in small boats, along with drillers, pipeliners, wooden
barges and tugboats, all looking to exploit this resource. 6 Morgan City emerged as a
central point for marine transportation into the marshes, lakes, and bays. The city’s
shrimp fleet proved most helpful to the oil industry early on, as a number of these boats
and local mariners who had a lifetime of experience plying the Gulf Coast waters, began
shuttling men and equipment to the various coastal oil fields. 7
Offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico began in 1947 with the installation of Kerr
McGee Industries’ first platform 45 miles south of Morgan City. Dean McGee, founder
of the independent oil company, believed that salt domes were located not just onshore
but offshore along the continental shelf. In early 1946, his company moved to Morgan
City and purchased the first “offshore” leases in the Gulf that led to successful
commercial discoveries. To explore and produce these first offshore fields, Kerr McGee
pioneered the use of the fixed-platform-tender, a customized version of a World War II
navy yard-freighter. The company purchased these surplus ships and converted them to
drilling tenders with crew quarters, mud and pipe storage, and a galley. With no marine
equipment yet created for offshore work, the company also bought three air-sea rescue
boats for crewboats and a LCT, or Landing Craft Tank, as a supply boat. Kerr McGee
later pioneered the use of the first submersible and semi-submersible drilling vessels that
revolutionized the offshore oil and gas industry in the 1950s and early 1960s. 8
Offshore exploration and production continued throughout the post-war years and
a thriving service and support industry expanded along the Louisiana coastline. Initially
fishing boats and old navy ships supported the development of the offshore industry and
provided steady work for area shipyards. But as drilling technology became more
sophisticated, and exploration and production progressed offshore, shipbuilding along the
Louisiana coast needed to keep pace and become more specialized.
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At about the same time, a New England shipbuilder, Luther Blount of Rhode
Island, introduced a similar cabin-forward, open-rear-deck-designed supply boat with his
Botruc, a pickup truck for the Gulf. Blount had already entered the Gulf market by
building a seismographic vessel for Morgan City native Parker Conrad, who owned
several seismographic vessels as well as a shipyard. Blount based the Botruc model on
his designs for ferries. He initially built four 65-foot Botrucs and marketed them in South
Louisiana.9 Other local shipbuilders, such as Fred Sewart, began constructing specialized
workboats using steel and aluminum to meet the industry needs. The era of using wooden
shrimp boats and oyster luggers as supply boats was beginning to wind down and largescale shipbuilding and fabrication were on the move in the Atchafalaya region. 10
In the 1950s, St. Mary Parish civic and business leaders saw the need to expand
the area’s infrastructure and created the Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District. To
facilitate domestic and international trade, the Port of Morgan City opened on the
Atchafalaya River in 1957.11
With the opening of fabricating giant, J. Ray McDermott in the early 1950s,
Morgan City and nearby Amelia emerged as an epicenter for marine construction. By the
1970s, McDermott, along with several other firms, including Sewart Seacraft, Swiftships,
Conrad Industries, Service Machine, and a small division of Avondale Shipyards, had
built up a mature fabrication and shipbuilding industry with a sizable work force that
made Morgan City and Amelia the capital of the offshore fabrication industry. Morgan
City, once the “shrimp capital of the world,” had no sizeable shrimp fleet or shrimp
processing facilities by the mid-1970s and became completely dependent on the offshore
oil and gas industry.12 As a result, St. Mary Parish suffered particularly hard times during
the 1980s downturn.
However, a few firms held on for the upturn in the 1990s; key among them,
McDermott, a company that pioneered fabrication, installation, and pipelaying in the Gulf
of Mexico. McDermott has been a mainstay in the region and has been a trend setter in
the development of the deepwater and ultra-deepwater oil and gas industry from the
1970s to the present.
Shipbuilding prior to 1930
With the exception of New Orleans and its immediate surroundings, commercial
shipbuilding arrived relatively late to southeast Louisiana. Over the generations, Native
Americans carved dugouts and Cajuns constructed light, flat-bottomed pirogues to
traverse south Louisiana’s shallow bayous, particularly in the Atchafalaya and
Mississippi Delta regions. But recorded history documents that nothing substantial
occurred until some time in the early twentieth century when the Morgan City Shipyard
and Drydock began operating. The shipyard billed itself as “the largest in Louisiana
outside of New Orleans.” Among its early launches was the steamboat Sugarland for the
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Southern Pacific Transportation Company. For some time, the yard remained the largest
builder and repairer of a variety of vessels including barges and tugboats in the Morgan
City area, although much smaller yards could be found along the Atchafalaya River. 13
During World War I, Morgan City became a small part of the national effort to
construct hundreds of wooden ocean-going ships for the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Hoping to capitalize on profitable government contracts, Kansas City-based Union
Bridge and Construction Company searched south Louisiana for a suitable place to build
a shipyard. After rejecting New Orleans, the company chose Morgan City. The city’s
political and business community supported the move and assisted the Kansas City
company by negotiating a lease agreement with a local land owner to provide acreage
along Bayou Boeuf. The shipyard began operating in 1917, but launched only a few ships
before the end of the war. Although its initial lease agreement was for eighteen months,
terms included an indefinite extension. Officials at Union Bridge and Construction
intended to remain in operation and switch to constructing steel vessels. However, the
yard closed shortly after the end of the war. 14
After World War I, the only significant shipyard in Morgan City was the Morgan
City Shipyard and Docking Company, which in 1920 changed owners and became the
Intercoastal Shipyard, Inc. It remained the largest shipyard in the area for the next few
decades. During the 1920s and 1930s, the company began serving the emerging oil and
gas industry in southeast Louisiana by operating barges and dredges used by several
drilling companies, including Humble Oil, in the surrounding coastal parishes. 15
Shipbuilding from 1930 through World War II
Prior to World War II, various small shipyards dotted the southeast Louisiana
landscape. Most constructed fishing vessels, especially shrimp boats. One of the more
widely known yards opened in 1938, Klonaris Shipyard, on the east bank of the
Atchafalaya River in Morgan City. It belonged to a recent Morgan City immigrant
named Eustathis N. Klonaris. He had been in boat building for more than two decades
and had previously owned a shipyard in Florida that built numerous shrimp trawlers. 16
The outbreak of World War II returned shipbuilding to the Morgan City area. In
spring 1941, the U.S. Navy offered the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CBI)
contracts to build ships and floating drydocks. The firm, which for some time had
discontinued bridge building in favor of steel storage tanks, water towers, and barge
construction, eventually opened yards in Illinois, California, and New York to support the
war effort. It also found a suitable place to construct huge floating drydocks at the
abandoned site of Morgan City’s World War I shipyard. A spot on the Atchafalaya River
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called Fools Point, a one-hundred-twenty-five-foot trench, provided a deep launching site
to properly sink the massive drydocks during testing and load out. 17
The Navy’s Bureau of Yards and Docks contracted with the yard to deliver allsteel floating Yard Floating Drydocks (YFD) and the much larger Advanced Base
Sectional Drydocks (ABSD). Both of these massive drydocks were to be towed to war
zones to snatch up damaged vessels for on-site repairs. Several hundred workers were
hired to begin construction of the yard and the drydocks. Because the Morgan City area
contained few skilled welders and fitters, most of the initial personnel employed by the
yard came in from outside the area. To allay concerns about outsiders invading the Cajun
community, CBI general manager C.W. Hines announced, “Most of our steel men are
married men of settled habits and fine character.” 18 Yet before long, several Cajuns from
the surrounded parishes began migrating to Morgan City to work for CBI and learn a
valuable new trade.
As construction progressed, CBI created welding schools and other training
programs to build a pool of skilled laborers. Local workers poured into Morgan City by
car, boat, and bus seeking high-paying jobs at the shipyard. CBI’s training programs
proceeded smoothly, so much so that before the end of 1942, most of its initial skilled
labor from elsewhere transferred to other facilities around the country, such as the
shipyards in Orange, Texas. Cajuns quickly took to welding, which became vital to the
shipbuilding and fabrication industries in the post-war era. Finding a place to live near
the yard was especially difficult for the company’s rapidly expanding workforce, which
increased from 600 in 1942 to nearly 3,000 in 1944. Makeshift residential units and
trailer parks hardly met the increased demand for housing, which remained a critical need
throughout the war.19
In May 1942, the yard launched its first dry dock and the first YFD dock of its
kind ever built, the 15,000-ton Restorer, to great fanfare. Dignitaries from around the
country arrived, and locals stood along Bayou Boeuf for the May 23, 1942, christening
ceremony—some 6,000 spectators in all. Two more YFD docks followed, each equipped
with self-powered diesel-electric engines for running the cranes, tools, welding machines,
and air compressors. The most impressive structures built in Morgan City were six
sections of what became the U.S.S. ABSD #5, a massive dry dock capable of lifting
100,000-ton ships out of the water for repairs. During the war, welders and fitters at
Chicago Bridge and Iron fabricated many sizes of drydocks, several sections of welded
steel plating for other structures, and some vessels. The Navy deployed the CBI floating
drydocks to Galveston Bay, North Africa, and the Philippines to repair damaged ships.
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For its efforts, CBI received the Army-Navy E award for excellence in wartime
production.20
Shipbuilding and fabrication in the postwar and early offshore oil industry, 1950s-1980s
The immediate post-war return to prosperity in America increased the demand for
more domestic oil exploration and production that propelled the industry forward in the
late 1940s—from the inland marshes to the edges of the Gulf’s Outer Continental Shelf.
During the very early development of offshore activity, the local population, primarily
French-speaking Cajuns, provided a service to the industry by converting their shrimp
boats and oyster trawlers to be used by seismic crews and for hauling men and supplies to
the platforms. After the war, companies purchased and converted many surplus navy
vessels to facilitate offshore work. Mine sweepers, LSTs, and patrol boats became
valuable assets and provided the industry with cheep dependable vessels for supporting
the initial thrust of offshore drilling and marine construction. Several experienced boat
builders from the Morgan City area saw the need for specialized crafts and soon began
building steel boats to service the industry. Thus began the development of the modern
offshore service vessels (OSVs) in the Gulf of Mexico.21
Other technological advances developed during the war made possible the move
from onshore to a marine environment.22 Welders and fitters, who received training and
experience during the war at Gulf Coast ship yards, such as Chicago Bridge and Iron in
Morgan City, perfected the techniques later used in fabricating offshore platforms and
drilling rigs. These early pioneers, many of who left the swamps and farms to build ships
during the war, or returned from overseas duty with experience living and working in
harsh conditions, set the pace for a booming post-war fabrication industry centered
around Morgan City. This new industry not only provided employment in an otherwise
post-war jobless market, but allowed for tremendous wage earning for the Cajuns unlike
they had ever experienced. However, extended periods of shift work demanded by the
offshore industry kept the men away from home for days, even weeks at time, and
gradually altered traditional family cohesiveness among the local population. 23
Around Morgan City, several shipyards and fabricators emerged in the post-war
era to support the offshore oil industry, among them were E.W. and A. P. Dupont, J. Ray
McDermott, Conrad Industries, Service Marine, Intercoastal Shipyard, Siracusa Shipyard,
Guarisco Shipyard, Grizzafi Shipyard, Sewart Seacraft, and later, Swiftships. Morgan
20
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City seafood broker Parker Conrad opened a shipyard in 1948 after buying the Klonaris
Shipyard with proceeds from the sale of his seafood processing houses. Conrad had some
experience working with oil companies; he leased three vessels for seismographic work,
but he had opened the yard primarily to build wooden shrimp boats. A nearby dredging
company provided a crane for diesel engine installation until Conrad purchased a sugar
cane derrick with a wench to do the job. With limited equipment, the yard managed to
deliver fifty shrimp boats by 1954. By that time, Conrad Shipyard had entered the repair
business by adding a drydock and had begun to modernize its facilities. 24
Fabrication began in Morgan City in the late 1940s. In 1948, two brothers, E.W.
and A.P. Dupont, started a small fabrication company at the Mobile Oil site in Morgan
City to build oil tanks and platforms for the oil company. Dupont Fabricators expanded
their business to a new yard in Amelia and began building offshore equipment for Shell,
Texaco, and Kerr McGee. The company also purchased a pipe rolling mill for its
business. In 1959, the company sold its facility to fabrication pioneer J. Ray McDermott.
J. Ray McDermott was founded in 1923 by father and son team J. Ray and R.
Thomas McDermott. The company started as a contractor for building wooden derricks
for oil wells in East Texas. Throughout the early years, McDermott stayed focused on the
oil industry, and expanded geographically across Texas to Morgan City. In 1947,
McDermott entered the offshore oil business when it constructed a wood-piled platform
in 20 feet of water in the Gulf of Mexico. The company also built its first derrick barge in
1949 from refurbished World War II materials and later began building platforms out of
concrete.25
In 1955, J. Ray McDermott, opened a new fabrication yard in Amelia exclusively
to build offshore steel structures. It eventually grew to become the world’s largest
offshore fabrication facility. Located along Bayou Boeuf and initially named Bayou
Boeuf Fabricators, it officially became McDermott Fabricators in 1958. In that year the
yard completed the second of two 252-foot ocean-going deck barges. The following year,
it expanded its Amelia operation with the purchase of Dupont Fabricators and the
creation of a marine department to repair company equipment—and that department
quickly evolved into McDermott Shipbuilding.26
The 1960s were productive decades for McDermott and overall for marine
construction in southeast Louisiana. The company continued to fabricate big offshore
platforms, and its shipyard was busy launching tugboats and offshore service vessels. The
company displayed its innovative abilities in 1961 by completing its first pipelay barge
and by installing its first “stacking” jacket, a forerunner to multi-piece jackets. The
company also entered a period of international expansion. By 1963, the company had
several subsidiaries: McDermott Far East, McDermott Overseas, McDermott Enterprises
France, and Oceanic Contractors as subsidiaries. By 1964, McDermott had eight
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subsidiaries under five divisions. Mergers, acquisitions, and reorganizations regularly
occurred throughout the company’s existence. 27
As the offshore industry moved into deeper water, McDermott followed with
additional innovations, larger equipment, and record setting platforms. In 1965, it built
the first of several derrick barges with 500-ton lifting capacities. Two years later, it
introduced the eventual common practice of launching jackets by fabricating them
onshore on their sides then floating them out to the desired drilling and production site.
The jackets were then slowly ballasted and installed upright. In 1967, the company
signed on with Shell to build four of the largest drilling platforms ever fabricated for
deepwater drilling operations. These structures were designed to operate in 340 feet of
water, a record depth for the industry.28 It also expanded internationally by acquiring both
Hudson Engineering Corporation and the foreign marine construction equipment business
from Ingram Corporation. The latter acquisition expanded its operations to Brazil,
Trinidad, and Australia.29
In the early 1950s, Fred Sewart of Sewart Seacraft near Morgan City, who
specialized in building and repairing steel-hulled crewboats, and also owned two boat
rental companies, began experimenting with a new material: aluminum. In the early days
of the offshore industry, oil companies leased or rented wooden trawlers and shrimp
boats to conduct seismic work and to haul men and equipment out to the offshore oil and
gas fields. These boats were slow and had limited deck space. The wooden hulls were not
conducive to the rigors that oilfield work in salt water demanded, and wooden boats also
required long repair times.30 The industry welcomed the transition to steel hulls in the
1940s and 1950s. Yet as the platforms and drilling rigs moved further offshore into
deeper water, it became apparent to boat builders like Fred Sewart that the emerging
marine transportation industry needed to keep pace with the ever-changing offshore
environment. As the offshore work crews per rig increased, the industry demanded
bigger, faster, more technologically advanced workboats that had longer shelf lives. The
heavy steel-plated hulls slowed the crewboats down, increased the amount of fuel needed
for a trip, and increased the time it took to get a crew out to a platform and back. In order
to improve the speed and reliability of these boats, shipbuilders began using lighter,
thinner steel-plated hulls. However, once it became apparent that these lighter steel hulls
corroded easily in the saltwater, a few shipbuilders turned to aluminum, a much lighter
metal, which lasted longer and was easier and cleaner to build and repair than steel.
Consequently, Fred Sewart, and his main competitor, Roy Breaux, Sr., of
Breaux’s Baycraft in Loreauville along the Bayou Teche, began experimenting with
aluminum and built several prototypes. Sewart worked with Alcoa while Breaux
partnered with Reynolds Metal Company. Their combined efforts to design and fabricate
a superior quality crewboat made of light weight and durable aluminum revolutionized
the workboat industry. Between 1955 and 1956, each shipyard built a small aluminum
27
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prototype; Sewart built a 26-footer and named it Claire. The all-aluminum welded JoBoat had a cabin top and was powered by a six-cylinder Chrysler outboard motor. He
added the new boat to his existing boat rental fleet, which worked mostly in and around
the lakes and bays of the Atchafalaya Basin oil and gas fields. Following the Claire,
Sewart build several larger 50- to 65-foot aluminum crewboats for various customers,
including Tidewater Marine, Shell Oil Company, United Gas, and Louisiana Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries.31 An undated catalog for Sewart Seacraft, probably from the
early 1960s, illustrated the variety of sizes and evolution of the Sewart crewboats from
the 20- and 32-foot “All-Aluminum Jo-Boat” to the 85-foot “All-Aluminum CargoPersonnel Transport, Completely Air-Conditioned for Year-Round Comfort”. 32

By the 1960s, Fred Sewart, and Roy Breaux in nearby Iberia Parish, had carved a
niche in the commercial market for offshore workboats, which had for years been
dominated by the Cajun boat builders and operators down the bayous in southeast
Louisiana.33 Their successful experimentation and proven innovation had created a
demand for aluminum-built crewboats. 34
The success of the Sewart aluminum crewboat grabbed the attention of the U.S.
military and eventually outside investors. In 1965, during the Vietnam conflict, Sewart
signed a contract with the U.S. Navy to build the infamous “Swift Boats” for patrolling
the waters of the Mekong Delta in Southeast Asia. The navy contract expanded Sewart’s
31
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operations into military vessels for both the U.S. and foreign nationals. This move to
attract government work actually created opportunities for other shipyards in the region.
With a lucrative navy contract to build more than a hundred and fifty 50-foot patrol craft,
modeled after Sewart’s aluminum crewboats, Teledyne Movible, a corporation based out
of California acquired Sewart Seacraft in 1965. Although Fred Sewart remained as
president of the shipyard for several years, internal problems within the company
gradually pulled the crewboat pioneer away from the family business that he created. 35
In the late 1960s, employees at Sewart Seacraft broke away and started a new
shipyard in Morgan City called Swiftships. Tom Kelly, former vice president of Sewart’s
repair yard, recalled that in the wake of the controversial Swift Boat building program
other boat builders, most notably Camcraft Shipyard, Halter Marine, and Breaux’s
Baycraft, acquired a larger share of the construction market for aluminum workboats, a
recurring trend in the history of shipbuilding along the Gulf. Moreover, Swiftships
captured a sizable portion of the government contracts, mostly from foreign nationals,
and eventually took over Sewart Seacraft’s business when the firm closed down in
1974.36
The Swift Boat deal offered additional opportunities to an unlikely associate of
Fred Sewart. In the mid-1960s, Scotty Tibbs, Fred Sewart’s personal pilot, who was
familiar with aluminum construction and repair, began subcontracting through Sewart
Seacraft to built components for the Swift Boats, such as handrails, in addition to new JoBoats for Shell Oil Company. When Sewart Seacraft merged with Teledyne Movible,
Tibbs started up his own shipyard near Morgan City in Patterson on the Bayou Teche
called Gulf Craft, Inc. For the next several years, Gulf Craft built a few aluminum
crewboats, but mostly fishing boats and passenger vessels. In the early 1970s, Norman
McCall, renowned crewboat pioneer, designer, and owner/operator of McCall Boat
Rentals, from Cameron, Louisiana, visited Gulf Craft and signed a contract to build a
110-foot crewboat—the Joseph Allen McCall—the first of many McCall boats built by
Gulf Craft that propelled the crewboat industry into a new era of size, speed, and
sophistication.37
By the early 1960s, Conrad Shipyard had abandoned wooden shipbuilding in
favor of steel construction and devoted itself almost exclusively to serving the offshore
and inshore oil industries. For three decades the firm launched barge after barge, mainly
deck barges, freight barges, and tank barges. At its peak in the 1970s, Conrad managed to
deliver a new barge almost weekly, although a major slowdown occurred during a 1973
flood. Water covered the yard for eight months. Additional drydocks enabled the
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company to maintain a prosperous repair business, about half of which involved repairs
on vessels serving the oil industry.38
Service Machine and Shipbuilding Corporation was another Morgan City yard
serving the oil industry exclusively. It began in 1956 when Beverly H. Fernandez and
Carl Porth, friends and diesel mechanics, opened a shop to provide welding and enginerepair services in downtown Morgan City. With the firm’s customer base steadily
increasing, Beverly bought out Porth and added his two younger brothers, Julian and
B.C., as co-owners. The company expanded into shipbuilding and repair at a new
location on the Intracoastal Waterway near McDermott’s facility in 1966. Within a few
years it became a major builder of offshore steel tugs, utility boats, barges, jack-up
drilling rigs, and floating drydocks. Its anchor-handling tugs served the Gulf and the
North Sea petroleum markets.39
Before the end of the 1970s, Service’s workforce had more than 350 employees.
Employees arrived daily from several nearby parishes on company-owned or leased
buses and vans. By offering high wages and excellent benefit packages, the company
lured workers from nearby McDermott. Service Machine ran its own training facility,
which enrolled both men and women, including recent immigrants from Vietnam whose
understanding of the French language made their transition into the French speaking
Cajun community less complicated.40
Service also made a great effort to recruit skilled management from other
shipbuilding and fabrication companies. Former employees of Sewart Seacraft and
Avondale joined Service and helped to build large vessels, such as North Sea anchorhandling tugs and large offshore supply vessels. Officials and welders from Avondale
also introduced the company to such practices as flux-core welding and modular
construction concepts that reduced vessel cost and delivery times. Joe Ruffin, who helped
develop the pre-fabrication method of building offshore platforms as an engineer at
McDermott, joined Service and was instrumental in the company’s expansion into
offshore platform fabrication.41
Throughout the 1970s, the workboat industry in Louisiana became nationally and
internationally well-known. For example, in the mid-1970s, Service Machine built and
sold a 110-foot ocean-going tugboat for $2.2 million to a company in Oregon that owned
one of the largest drydocks on the West Coast. “They said the technology in this area is
superior,” a representative from Service stated in a 1979 article, “our workboats have
proven themselves in the oil patch for decades.” By the late 1970s, the region became
known as the “Work Boat Capital of the World.” 42
A report in the mid-1970s noted that some 6,700 workboats plied the Gulf Waters
and shipyards in Louisiana produced nearly a billion dollars in workboats annually.
According to the Harbor and Terminal District in Morgan City, in 1974 alone workboats
made more than 100 trips daily through the Atchafalaya Bay. By one account, “We
estimate that there are about 550 major vessels—supply boats, tug/supplies, tug/utility,
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lay barges and so on—in the Gulf at any one time. But there are also a lot of little guys.”
A 1977 study of the Morgan City area showed that about 1,500 people were employed by
the marine transportation industry. “Its hard to think of a Morgan City industry that
doesn’t benefit from workboats in some form or another,” stated one representative from
a local trade association.43
McDermott led the marine fabrication boom throughout the 1970s. It expanded its
facilities and invested $50 million in new equipment. The company built a new 400 foot
by 800 foot workshop at its Morgan City yard designed to minimize exposure of
equipment and personnel to conditions in open yard. 44 McDermott also reorganized its
Gulf Coast operations with four divisions making up the Morgan City Division Group:
McDermott Fabricators Division, McDermott Offshore Division, McDermott Shipyard
Division, and Harvey Supply Co.45 A few years later, it opened a second shipyard in
nearby New Iberia to meet the increasing demand for offshore service vessels.
In the summer of 1976, McDermott recorded its largest backlog in company
history, and the firm prepared its facility and its workforce for a big push into
“deepwater.” In 1976, the company participated in the design, fabrication, and
installation of Exxon’s massive Hondo platform in 850 feet of water off the California
coast.46 Around the same time, McDermott expanded its skids to 1,000 feet and built the
955-foot Cerveza platform for Union Oil, followed by the smaller, Cerveza II.47
In 1975, McDermott contracted with Shell to build a monumental production
platform—Cognac—the first platform installed in water depths greater than 1,000 feet.
Shell determined that only McDermott had the facility, equipment, and experienced
welders to successfully complete this historic project. The infrastructure to build it in one
piece didn’t exist then; therefore, McDermott upgraded its yard and built the platform in
three separate pieces. The platform had to be large and strong enough to accommodate
two drilling rigs and sixty-two wells and withstand hurricane-force waves. The
revolutionary project required a different approach to designing, management,
measurement, fabrication, and installation. New tools, equipment, and processes had to
be created that pushed the limits of engineering and construction at McDermott.
Installation of Cognac began in 1977 with the base section, followed by the mid-section
in 1978, and the final top-side deck in 1979. 48 The experience with Cognac later provided
the company with more opportunities to test even deeper waters and bigger projects in the
1990s.
The 1980s downturn
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The offshore industry continued booming at the start of the 1980s: 130 new
platforms were installed that year with 143 rigs working. 49 R.E. Howson, then president
of McDermott Marine Construction, predicted, as did many others, that the 1980s “will
be a decade of growth for marine construction” because of a worldwide desire for energy
independence, high oil prices, “decontrol” in the United States, increasing demand, and
President Reagan’s plans for acceleration of offshore leasing 50
Signs of slowdown surfaced at the end of 1981, and by 1982, the era of
exuberance began to fade. With a shrinking demand for petroleum throughout the
industrialized world, increased production from OPEC and new non-OPEC sources, such
as the North Sea and Mexico, and the onslaught of the so-called OPEC “price wars,”
global oil prices began to plummet. To make matters worse, the rig market in the Gulf of
Mexico was oversaturated and demand for these expensive workhorses evaporated, along
with the demand for workboats and other essential services and equipment that supported
the offshore oil industry. The rig count in the Gulf of Mexico dwindled, and thousands of
workers in the oil patch lost their jobs. Moreover, about 1,500 crew and supply boats
were docked and not being utilized once the rig market declined. 51 The recession
impacted other sectors of the economy and by 1984 coastal parishes in Louisiana
experienced a double-digital unemployment rate. 52
The impact of the oil bust was almost immediate—“like turning a light switch
off” according to one informant—and had a prolonged affect on the businesses in St.
Mary Parish.53 Fabricators and shipyards quickly and forcefully downsized and
diversified in order to withstand the fallout. The family-owned shipyards along the Bayou
Teche and Bayou Boeuf, for example, kept alive by diversifying into non-oil field
commercial markets for fishing and party boats. All of these shipyards added repair work
to their shrinking list of job orders. Firms such as Gulf Craft and Swiftships around
Morgan City purchased surplus crewboats on the cheap and converted them to
recreational vessels to market on the East Coast.
As the oil recession turned into a full-blown depression by 1986, other sectors of
the economy, such as real estate and banking, crumbled as well. One report noted that
every job lost in the oil field meant two additional jobs lost outside of the industry. 54
Unemployed oil field workers either transitioned into new professions, such as carpentry,
or they simply migrated out of southern Louisiana in the hopes of finding better
opportunities. This human and capital flight marked the beginning to what Robert
Grambling called “the inevitable disassembly of the offshore system and its onshore
support network for the Gulf of Mexico.” 55
The collapse of the oil industry caused dramatic changes at McDermott and in the
community. McDermott’s momentum slowed down with the oil crisis. Despite its
completion of several platforms during the decade, the company’s labor force shrunk, and
it closed its New Iberia shipyard. McDermott would not realize a profit until the
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beginning of next decade.56 However, managers still envisioned the deepwater era
approaching. The company added 200 acres in Morgan City to accommodate future
deepwater projects and enhanced its automation and computerized modeling using
CADA.57 As other companies looked to refurbishing existing equipment to ride out the
end of the 1980s, McDermott was gearing up for the new horizon in the 1990s. A 1989
report noted that McDermott, one of only a few larger construction firms still operating
on the Gulf Coast, was focusing its current and future operations on deepwater and
topsides for tension leg platforms (TLPs). At the end of 1989, McDermott, in response to
new deepwater drilling by Texaco, BP, and others, increased its workforce to 1,100 from
a low of 500 at mid-decade.58
Like many others, Service Machine expected the boom of the late 1970s to
continue. It had recently expanded into Terrebonne Parish along Bayou Black near
Avondale’s fabrication yard. The Bayou Black yard was designed to fabricate jackets and
other structures for deepwater use. It housed a pipe rolling mill for Service Machine
projects and for outside customers. The Bayou Black yard operated only a few years and
by 1983, the company’s workforce had dropped to about 50 employees. Service Marine
changed hands three times during the decade of the 1980s. The Fernandez brothers sold
the firm, which for a time ended up in the hands of two Service Machine executives, Tom
Hensley and Dan Duplantis. In 1986 it became Service Marine Industries. Repair work
and conversions, including the reconfiguring of six workboats into king crab boats for
Bering Sea fishing grounds, kept the firm going while Hensley and Duplantis diversified
into the excursion and cruise-ship market. A breakthrough occurred after Service
developed a modular design for boats from 75 to 100 feet and pitched the venture to
excursion boat operators around the country. Hensley recalled, “We began in Florida and
worked our way up the coast, calling on every excursion boat operator we could find . . .
We put a salesman on full-time to make the calls. Almost all were cold calls since we had
never worked this market and no one knew us.” The promotion worked and Service
launched its excursion boat in 1987 to Florida-based Seguro Inc. Additional excursion
boats left the yard over the next few years. Before the end of the decade, Hensley and
Duplantis left the company. Service Marine meanwhile moved to capitalize on the
potentially lucrative market to satisfy the country’s increasing interest in gambling by
designing riverboats and floating casinos.59
A late 1970s expansion also enabled Conrad Shipyard to ride out the tough
economic times of the 1980s. For three decades, the former fishing-boat builder had
become completely dependent on the offshore oil industry for business. In 1978 Conrad
expanded with a 3,600-square-foot indoor-construction facility, 150 feet of additional
bulk-headed waterfront along the Atchafalaya, and additional automatic welding
equipment. What seemed to some as a risky and unnecessary one million dollar
investment enabled Conrad to diversify and to survive the difficult times ahead. Conrad
continued to make improvements and expand operations during the 1980s. He later
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remarked, “The indoor facility turned out to be even more of a blessing than I thought it
would be. It allowed us to do things we wouldn’t have been able to do if we’d remained
on a smaller, less sophisticated scale. For a time, it kept us alive.” 60
At the height of the downturn, employment at Conrad Shipyard dwindled from
100 to 30 workers. The company, which had previously launched one barge per week,
built no more than fifteen vessels annually. The reversal of fortunes in the oil patch
prompted Conrad to increase its repair work and aggressively bid on new construction
jobs in other industries. Its customer base expanded to companies throughout the country
and abroad. Conrad became south Louisiana’s primary builder of drydocks for ship
repairers in the United States. It built drydocks for such companies as Superior Marine
Ways in Ohio, Cadell Dry Dock and Repair Company on Staten Island, the Missouri
Drydock and Repair Company in St. Louis, and the Union Dry Dock and Repair
Company in Hoboken, Jew Jersey. It also delivered an automobile ferry for Mobile Bay
Ferry of Pensacola and a dinner cruise ship for Corpus Christi. 61
Morgan City’s proximity to the Gulf, positioned Conrad for additional markets in
the Caribbean and Central and South America. It built a dry dock for the Naval Dry Dock
of the French West Indies and a dual-mode drydock and barge for the Republic of
Venezuela. Company officials traveled to the Bahamas to secure contracts for Nassaubased tourist industries. Conrad lengthened by forty feet the inter-island supply boat
Bahama Ranger and launched the Majestic Lady, a 300-passenger catamaran, during the
downturn.62
The 1990s to the present
For many Louisiana shipyards and fabricators, the 1990s offered a welcome
return to prosperity. Surviving the lean 1980s enabled many to take advantage of
opportunities in the Gulf, with defense-related contracts, and with international
customers. Activity offshore gradually increased with the opening of new deepwater
acreage off the Outer Continental Shelf, with the advent of new technologies, such as 3-D
seismic, and with major new discoveries in water depths previously unattainable. An
aging workboat and rig fleet and ever-increasing movement into deeper waters resulted in
demands for new, bigger workboats and larger, more sophisticated platforms, and
upgraded and refurbished drilling rigs. In meeting rising demand, shipyards faced acute
labor shortages that continued well into the first decade of the twenty-first century. As the
president of Service Marine stated in 1996, “If 200 skilled craftsmen showed up here
tomorrow, I could hire them all.”63 Building boats and fabricating offshore structures no
longer appealed to many young working-class Cajuns, whose parents often discouraged
future careers in the cyclical oilfield. Nevertheless, for a large segment of region’s
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population, particularly the “blue collar” Cajuns, employment in the oil and gas industry
came to represent the structural basis of their ethnicity and socioeconomic identity. 64
In addition to an increase in demand for new offshore workboats, riverboat
construction surged to supply a travel industry on America’s inland waterways. 65 After
several states legalized gambling on floating casinos, south Louisiana became the
epicenter for riverboat and casino-barge building. Initially leading the way was Service
Marine which had already entered a new market with its excursion boat jobs, something
the company continued to pursue. A resolute marketing campaign enabled the company
to transition into riverboat construction. In the early 1990s, the company secured several
profitable contracts from gambling companies. During the 1990s, no southeast Louisiana
shipyard built and converted more casino boats for the riverboat gambling industry than
Service Marine. Employment surged at the company to about 350 workers and Service
added an additional facility and drydocks. While it constructed vessels for the
entertainment industry, the company also returned to its roots and launched several
workboats for oilfield service companies. But before the end of the decade, Service
Marine faced increasing financial difficulties. What appeared to be a thriving, successful
business declared bankruptcy in 1999.66 Bollinger purchased the yard shortly thereafter.
Nearby Conrad Industries also experienced a growth spurt during the decade and
one that continued into the twenty-first century. Repair work increased and construction
of a wide variety of barges picked up. Conrad quickly returned to pre-1983 employment
levels. In 1994 Company founder Parker Conrad stepped down as president and CEO,
naming oilfield veteran Bill Hidalgo as his successor. Under Hidalgo’s leadership, the
company underwent a major period of expansion. In 1997, it acquired Orange
Shipbuilding Company of Orange, Texas, which included a 140,000-acre yard on the
Sabine River. The following year Hidalgo reorganized Conrad Industries into a public
holding company. It also opened its first of two repair and conversion yards in Amelia,
financed by a parish-issued industrial bond and a grant from the state. Because of
excessive silting in the Atchafalaya River, Conrad shifted much of its work to Amelia. 67
As Conrad expanded throughout the 1990s, finding skilled workers became more
difficult. In an effort to satisfy labor needs, the company partnered with Young Memorial
Technical Institute in Morgan City and the St. Mary Parish School Board to promote
curriculum changes to provide a stable pool of welders and fitters. Vigorous recruiting
efforts and continued diversification of its customer base paid dividends. The company
moved into both the commercial and government markets. In addition to barge
construction, Conrad delivered lift boats, pushboats, towboats, tugs, workboats, and
patrol boats for foreign clients.68
In the early 1990s, McDermott led the fabrication industry with multiple contracts
for big deepwater projects, in addition to its many offshore pipelaying projects. With
major discoveries in water depths greater than two thousand feet, oil companies looked to
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new technologies to make this new offshore frontier a reality. Shell chose TLPs for its
first deepwater developments and contracted with McDermott to build the topside
modules for these revolutionary drilling and production systems. The Shell Auger TLP
project, the first of its kind in the Gulf of Mexico, added 600 jobs to McDermott’s
Amelia operations, boosting employment to about 1,500 in 1990. 69 The Shell Mars TLP
project followed three years later. Mars, a joint venture between Shell and BP, set a
record depth for the Gulf of Mexico at just under three thousand feet of water. 70 The
enormous costs and time-to-completion for these massive deepwater projects challenged
the management and project leaders at both McDermott and Shell, which ultimately led
to a new contracting approach and a new business model that became a key component to
successful project development in this new expensive deepwater vista. In 1995,
McDermott built the topsides for Shell’s Ram-Powell TLP.71
Through the late-1990s, McDermott continued its march as the dominant marine
contractor along the Gulf Coast. It built the topsides for a Chevron Spar platform and
Texaco’s Petronius compliant tower.72 It also fabricated and installed the topside
modules for BP’s Holstein, Mad Dog, Atlantis, and Crazy Horse developments in the
deepwater Gulf, and Shell’s Brutus TLP in 2001.73 McDermott Shipyard also delivered
the American Queen to Delta Queen Steamboat Co., the largest passenger vessel built in a
U.S. shipyard since the 1950s.
On January 31, 1995, McDermott International Inc.’s marine construction
services business and Offshore Pipelines, Inc. merged to form J. Ray McDermott, S.A.
Before the end of the decade, labor unrest resulted in a unionized workforce at its Amelia
facility. Although some J. Ray McDermott subsidiaries have encountered financial
difficulties, the strength of the company has remained its marine construction division,
especially its huge fleet of offshore construction vessels that regularly handle installations
of deepwater rigs and pipelines.74
The new deepwater play also required bigger, faster, and more specialized
workboats to service these offshore operations nearly 200 miles from shore. By the
1990s, the handful of family-owned shipyards along the Bayou Teche from Morgan City,
Patterson, and Loreauville practically owned the aluminum crewboat construction
business. These well-established boat builders have produced the lion’s share of
aluminum crewboats for the offshore industry over the last half century. It has been
estimated that 75 percent of all the aluminum workboats active in the Gulf of Mexico and
around the world were built on the Bayou Teche. 75 In addition, the ability of these local
shipyards to diversify into non-oil related markets, particularly building pleasure crafts
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during downturns in the rig industry, has allowed shipyard owners to maintain a solid and
reliable skilled workforce. The adaptability of these local boat builders to seek out new
markets and to keep up with the demands of the fast-paced offshore oil industry has made
the shipyards along the Bayou Teche the world leaders in aluminum boat construction.
Innovative ideas, market demand, and economic survival drove pioneers like Roy
Breaux, Fred Sewart, and Norman McCall to develop the technology that has become
widely used throughout the offshore oil industry and beyond. Their efforts, beginning in
the 1950s and 1960s, to design, build, and market a new type of vessel for the industry
has continued through the second and even third generation of aluminum boat builders
along the Bayou Teche.76
Swiftships in Morgan City has continued along the path set by Fred Sewart in
building aluminum workboats for customers such as Candy Fleet and, most notably,
aluminum patrol boats for the U.S. military and other countries.
Gulf Craft and McCall Boat Rentals grew into one of the leading owner-builder
partnerships in the workboat industry with the second generation of boat builders guiding
each company respectively over the last decade. In 1994, Norman and Joe McCall
merged their family business with SEACOR International. The “McCall crewboats” can
now be found working around the world. McCall’s innovations and Gulf Craft’s
engineers and boat-builders have continued to transcend the crew/supply boat industry.
These vessels evolved from the small 65- to 85-foot crewboats of the 1960s to the 110foot multi-screw crewboats with the capabilities of transporting dozens of personnel, fuel,
and water to offshore worksites in the 1970s. Today’s vessels, such as the high-speed
190-foot John G. McCall, a five-engine crew/fast supply vessel (FSV), have become
extremely high-tech and are equipped with dynamic positioning (DP2 rated), water-jet
propulsion systems, internal and external tanks to haul large quantities of liquids, mud,
and bulk cargo, hydraulic equipment to pump the products up to the offshore facilities,
and seating space to transport 36 offshore workers on regular 200-mile trips to the ultradeepwater worksites. In 2007, Gulf Craft delivered to McCall/SEACOR the Seacor
Cheetah, a truly revolutionary 165-foot high-speed catamaran crewboat with the capacity
to carry 150 passengers at speeds over 40 knots. 77
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